
40+ theory papers already cite ATLAS/CMS diboson results

Narrow (?) resonance at 2 TeV with �WZ ⇡ 3� 10 fb

Plausibility of new physics

• Boson (spin-1) coupling to quarks 
• Charged resonance - largest deviation from SM in WZ analysis, 

constraints on WW from lνjj channel



f & 600 GeV

Left-right gauge symmetry

Composite resonance in 
composite Higgs models

SU(2)L ⇥ SU(2)R ⇥ U(1)B�L

W 0

⇢±, ⇢0

where the subscript indicates the hypercharge. The SU(2)L triplet 3
0

corresponds to both neu-

tral and charged states which we label ⇢0 and ⇢±, respectively. The masses of the vectors are

approximately degenerate and are only split by standard model gauge interactions, on the order of

(g0/g⇢)2.

The other vectors 1
0

and 1±, neutral under SU(2)L, are also present and are approximately

mass degenerate with the triplet when SO(4) is unbroken in the strong sector. We label these

states as ⇢0B and ⇢±C , respectively. In simplified discussions they are often omitted because their

interactions with the standard model are subleading in g0/g. We include them in our discussion for

completeness.

Unlike the interactions between the composite vectors and standard model (longitudinal) vec-

tors, the interactions between composite vectors and standard model fermions do not originate

purely in the strong sector and proceed through the mixing between the composite and elementary

states, like vector meson dominance in QCD. The vector mixing is of order g/g⇢ which induces a

coupling of g2/g⇢ between the composite vectors and standard model fermions (as shown in Fig. 1).

In the standard picture of compositeness this is not the only contribution to the composite vector

coupling with standard model fermions; there is also a contribution from the partial compositeness

of the standard model quarks. This is a mechanism to give mass to chiral fermions and is a linear

mixing between standard model elementary quarks and the composite vector-like fermions.

For the sake of our discussion, it is only important to notice that the chiral standard model

fermions are given by a linear combination of an elementary and composite state with mixing given

by the angle sin�fL,R where the species label f allows for each fermion to have a di↵erent degree of

compositeness (we will frequently use the shorthand sL,f = sin�fL and cL,f = cos�fL). The mixings

are then constrained to reproduce the correct Yukawa couplings

yf =
m
 

f
sin�fL sin�fR. (2)

Above, m
 

is the characteristic mass of the composite fermions. Thus, the coupling between

standard model fermions and vector resonances receives contributions both from vector mixing and

from fermion mixing, with the fermion mixing contribution proportional to g⇢ sin2 �L,R, depending

on the chirality of the current.

These are summarized pictorially in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. Couplings between composite vectors ⇢ and the longitudinal components of standard model
vectors (left) and standard model fermions (right).
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Large branching into dibosons,  
Small couplings to fermions*

m⇢ ' g⇢f

Small branching into dibosons,  
large couplings to fermions

• Heavy right-handed neutrinos 
• Heavier                             

gets around dilepton constraints
Z 0 (mZ0 ⇠ 3� 4 TeV)

gR ⇠ 0.5

Boosted dibosons • Resonance goes dominantly into longitudinal modes 
• Equivalence theorem requires similar branching to Wh

3-4

= 2 TeV 

(Higgs couplings)

Motivations: some GUTs,  
SM parity, other excesses?

*model- 
dependent


